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Extreme Conditions Calls For
Extreme Ice Melter

ICE
CUTTER

®

Ice Melter

Fast Acting
SAFER TO HANDLE
Easy to use. No protective clothing
necessary.
LESS HARMFUL TO VEGETATION
Non-hygroscopic formulation. Less harmful
to grass, trees, and other vegetation.*
NON-TRACKING
Will not harm carpets and floors. Will not
damage leather or footwear.*
LESS DAMAGE TO CONCRETE
Reduced damage to wood and concrete
makes this one of the safest ice melters.*

ICE CUTTER® combines the most effective de-icing ingredients;
creating the desired reaction to initiate de-icing and meltdown.
ICE CUTTER® when pre-applied prevents snow and ice from
bonding to the surface area. As ICE CUTTER® goes to work, it’s
time-released formula stays on the surface area longer, helping to
control the freeze/thaw cycle.

Health and Safety
ICE CUTTER® is safer to handle without protective clothing. It
does not dry out or irritate the skin.*

Non-Tracking
When properly dispensed, ICE CUTTER® minimizes tracking on
floors and carpets.

Safer Ice Melter

EASY DISPERSION
Extended shelf life.

ICE CUTTER® goes after the ice and snow; clearing the way to
safety. ICE CUTTER® provides safe, no slip protection on steps,
sidewalks and driveways.

*When used as directed

Environmentally Formulated
Nature’s own ingredients combined for just the right formula.
Unlike some de-icers, ICE CUTTER® works to preserve
vegetation and plant life, when used as directed. With ICE
CUTTER®, there is no slimy residue being tracked in, making
clean up virtually non-existent.

Easily Dispersed & Extended Shelf Life

Distributed By:

ICE CUTTER® is specially formulated with an anti-caking agent to
allow for free-flowing dispersion.

Visually Measured
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Not only will you see the quick action of ICE CUTTER®, specially
coated with a green color indicator, going to work on the snow and
ice, this product will allow for precise spreading and ensure
cost-effective dispersion.

